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Abstract—The aim of Network Alignment in Protein-Protein Interaction Networks is discovering functionally similar regions between

compared organisms. One major compromise for solving a network alignment problem is the trade-off among multiple similarity

objectives while applying an alignment strategy. An alignment may lose its biological relevance while favoring certain objectives upon

others due to the actual relevance of unfavored objectives. One possible solution for solving this issue may be blending the stronger

aspects of various alignment strategies until achieving mature solutions. This study proposes a parallel approach called PERSONA

that allows aligners to share their partial solutions continuously while they progress. All these aligners pursue their particular heuristics

as part of a particle swarm that searches for multi-objective solutions of the same alignment problem in a reactive actor environment.

The actors use the stronger portion of a solution as a subgraph that they receive from leading or other actors and send their own

stronger subgraphs back upon evaluation of those partial solutions. Moreover, the individual heuristics of each actor takes randomized

parameter values at each cycle of parallel execution so that the problem search space can thoroughly be investigated. The results

achieved with PERSONA are remarkably optimized and balanced for both topological and node similarity objectives.

Index Terms—Global network alignment, protein-protein interaction networks, actor systems, particle swarm optimization

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

NETWORK Alignment generates node mappings
between networks of organisms in question in order

to compare them functionally. Alignment results can be
used in various areas such as predicting functions of
unannotated proteins, revealing mechanisms of certain
diseases and reproducing a rooted phylogenetic tree
based on the discovered evolutionarily conserved path-
ways or protein complexes and detected functional ortho-
logs across species [1]. Most Global Network Alignment
algorithms rely upon the assumption that the functions of
smaller networks map one-to-one to the functions of big-
ger networks homologously unlike most Local Network
Alignment algorithms that focus on overlapping highly
conserved subnetworks by allowing many-to-many node
mappings [2], [3], [4].

One of the most significant drawbacks of the existing one-
to-one Global Network Alignment algorithms is the lack of

homogeneity across the mappings of an alignment in terms of
quality. This problem arises since the main heuristic of an
alignment algorithm is applicable only for a certain proportion
of mappings. This means it may be beneficial to alter the align-
ment heuristic during the progression of an alignment process
according to its current performance and it is worth evaluating
the contributions of every new set of mappings to an align-
ment individually. Such an interactive approach can be
achieved bymeans of a queryingmechanism capable of classi-
fying the contributions of a particular set of mappings in terms
of various topological similarity and node similaritymetrics as
well as various alignment heuristics that prioritize different
metrics. The interactivity can further be extended with a col-
laborative infrastructure that orchestrates a population of
aligners and enables exchanging significant mappings among
populationmembers that are strong in differentmetrics.

This study proposes a hybrid approach that combines
several fundamental alignment heuristics and meta-heuris-
tic search tools to design a custom multi-objective optimiza-
tion workflow and a population of custom designed
aligners that interact with each other collaboratively for
solving the Global Network Alignment problem against
multiple objectives. The most significant traits of PERSONA
are adaptation to new data sets, adjustment among objec-
tives with high precision and providing mature alignments
that are balanced with respect to all objectives. This paper is
structured as follows: First, globally recognized perfor-
mance objectives of the Global Network Alignment problem
are introduced. Later on, the multi-objective optimization
approach of PERSONA is introduced by explaining the role
of employing various heuristics in the process, the execu-
tion steps of the algorithm and the architecture of the
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framework. Following the methodology, performances of
state-of-the-art multi-objective aligners are compared with
respect to various data sets. Finally, the results are dis-
cussed and the achieved highlights were summarized as a
conclusion.

2 METHOD

The PERSONA methodology is designed to succeed in mul-
tiple objectives that make most sense for a global Protein-
Protein Interaction Network comparison. However, it is not
currently possible to make a prioritization among these
objectives or identify robust aggregate objectives out of the
existing ones. For this reason, we represent the Global Net-
work Alignment problem as a multi-objective optimization
problem in order to achieve optimal performance in each of
these objectives. In this context, we propose the collabora-
tive methodology that depends on exchanging essential
subgraph information throughout this chapter. Besides, we
also introduce a heuristics suite enabling to design a custom
singular alignment to generate multiple aligners with differ-
ent characteristics. Subsequently, we explain the graph spe-
cific persistency infrastructure that stores the essential
network characteristics and alignments in progression as
well as the concurrent computation architecture that han-
dles the collaboration tasks among the entities of the whole
system for implementing the methodology.

2.1 Performance Objectives

One major compromise for solving a network alignment
problem is the trade-off among multiple alignment objec-
tives that evaluate alignment performance. Alignment per-
formance can be computed with respect to topological
similarity and node similarity metrics. Topological similar-
ity objectives aim to address the functional similarities of
the organisms in terms of their network structure and inter-
action patterns and evaluates node pairs that contribute to
similar interaction patterns from both of the organisms to
be aligned. On the other hand, node similarity objectives
aim to address the functional similarity of node pairs from
both of the compared organisms individually without con-
sidering their network structures. In this study, alignment
quality is evaluated with several well known topological
and node similarity objectives used in other Global Network
Alignment studies [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] as summarized below:

Edge Consistency (EC) is an early topological similarity
objective computed as the ratio of the edges in the smaller
network mapped to the edges in the bigger network to all
the edges in the smaller network. Mathematically G1 ¼
ðV1; E1Þ and G2 ¼ ðV2; E2Þ represents two graphs or net-
works while g : V1 ! V2 represents the alignment between
two networks. Therefore, the mathematical representation
of EC [10] becomes:

jfðu; vÞ 2 E1 : ðgðuÞ; gðvÞÞ 2 E2gj
jE1j � 100: (1)

Symmetric Sub Structure ( S3 ) is another topological simi-
larity objective derived from EC that penalizes unaligned
edges in both the larger and the smaller network. In S3 G[V]
is represented as an induced subnetwork of G with the
node set V, while E(G) is represented as the edge set of G. If

we denote fðE1Þ ¼ fðgðuÞ; gðvÞÞ 2 E2 : ðu; vÞ 2 E1g and
fðV1Þ ¼ fgðvÞ 2 V2 : v 2 V1g then S3 [11] becomes:

jfðE1Þj
jE1j þ jEðG2½fðV1Þ�Þj � jfðE1Þj : (2)

Largest Common Connected SubGraph (LCCS) is the num-
ber of aligned node pairs in the largest connected subgraphs
of an alignment that exist in both networks with an exact
copy. The necessity for this measure is due to the signifi-
cance of aligning large and contiguous subgraphs rather
than a number of small disconnected network regions that
would not give an equivalent insight into common topology
of two networks [12]. For computing the aligned LCCS, first
LCCS is calculated for the aligned nodes of both networks
seperately and then their intersection is computed by con-
sidering the member node pairs. The ratio of these node
pairs to the size of the whole alignment gives the corre-
sponding normalized score for this objective.

Gene Ontology Consistency (GOC) is a node similarity
objective in which every aligned protein pair contributes to
the overall GOC score by adding it the ratio of the size of
the intersection of their common GO [13] terms to the size
of the union of their GO terms. The overall GOC score is
computed by summing up these ratios coming from all
aligned protein pairs. The Jaccard-Index based formula
below represents the contribution of a single aligned node
pair to the overall GOC score [14]:

GOCðu; vÞ ¼ GOðuÞ \GOðvÞ
GOðuÞ [GOðvÞ : (3)

Gene Ontology Enrichment (GOE) is the percentage or
number of aligned protein pairs that share at least one GO
term annotation. This metric is a node similarity objective
that is more adapted to the Global Network Alignment
problem [15].

Resnik Similarity is one of the most popular semantic simi-
larity measures [16]. The method computes the similarity
between two terms as the Information Content of the Most
Informative Common Ancestor in a particular Annotation
Corpus [17]. The Information Content of a concept can be
considered as its likelihood particularly in the Gene Ontol-
ogy Annotation Database based on the annotation frequency
[17], [18]. Resnikmethod is a pairwise term semantic similar-
ity measure that is not directly applicable to genes and pro-
teins and it can be adapted to proteins with amixing strategy
based on the average or maximum of all term pairwise simi-
larities as well as the average of similarity between best
matching terms [16].

Biological Sequence Similarity (BS) is a node similarity
measure calculated by summing up the BLAST [19] bit
scores or the e-values of the aligned protein pairs [8], [20].
The biological sequence similarity for all the possible node
pairs from both of the aligned organisms can be measured
with BLASTP [21], [22] application using the corresponding
FASTA [23] texts of the proteins with user defined values
for parameters such as word-size and e-value.

The exact biological relevance of all these objectives are
yet to be discovered. For this reason, they can not precisely
be prioritized among each other and it becomes mandatory
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to review all objective scores as a whole to get a better mean-
ing. Nevertheless, it is possible to establish a particular
aggregate objective function that evaluates multiple objec-
tives intuitively in order to yield decisive results. We used
such intuitive objective functions in Section 3.4 for efficient
evaluation of our experiments.

2.2 Collaborative Method

Global Network Alignment is inherently a multi-objective
optimization problem since the prioritization of the objec-
tives among each other is a grey area despite certain defini-
tions that highlight the prior significance of node similarity
objectives over topological ones due to the verifiable evolu-
tionary conservation information [24]. Since there is no
obvious prioritization among objectives, it makes sense to
preserve a set or population of alignments that are stronger
in different objectives and able to learn from each other.
PERSONA is inspired by the concept of Particle Swarm
Optimization [25] as a meta-heuristics approach that
intends collaboration among a population of aligners to
optimize multiple objectives.

The original definition of Particle Swarm Optimization
problem needs to be revised by concepts of multi-objective
optimization as well as domain-specific properties for defin-
ing Global Network Alignment as a multi-objective problem.
The most essential multi-objective optimization definition
required for this revision is that a sample solution of a prob-
lem is considered pareto optimal [26] or non-dominated if
improving the score of one of the objectives would require
worsening other objective scores in the current solution
space. Additionally, the concept of pareto dominance is also
important for comparing two solutions. According to this
definition, solution x pareto dominates another solution y, if
it is strictly better than y with respect to at least one objective
and is at least equivalent to y with respect to the remaining
objectives [8]. Based on these definitions, a possible domain-
specific revision is defining multiple swarm leaders out of
the non-dominated solutions tomap the fair number of prob-
lem objectives. Yet, it is possible that excessive number of
non-dominated solutions exist and some of them are repeti-
tive since they reside within the same neighborhood or in
close distance. As a result, a leader selection methodology
becomes an essential part of the process [27]. The selected
leaders among the non-dominated solutions heavily effect
the convergence rate and diversity of solutions. On the other
hand, some algorithms restrict the number of stored non-
dominated solutions by filtering a relatively useless set of
them in order to improve performance. This is not an easy
task since an exact quantification is not possible among mul-
tiple objectives and it may lead to a compromise in the diver-
sity of the population [28].

There is a need to establish a robust trade-off mechanism
in Particle Swarm Optimization in order to achieve a bal-
anced pareto optimality among objectives while preserving
the diversity in the population for preventing premature
convergence. PERSONA uses a straightforward strategy of
assigning each objective a dynamic leader with maximum
objective performance to limit the number of global leaders
in the swarm. Furthermore, PERSONA stores all the histori-
cal leader solutions in an archive in order to be capable of

recalling their distinct characteristics for diversity. Addi-
tionally, PERSONA performs a parallel execution where
each aligner of its population is scheduled to periodically
execute its individual heuristics within its particular align-
ment strategy while the collaboration tasks are also sched-
uled to interactively perform amongst all aligners. The
aligner population is diversified by focusing each member
to primarily different objectives so that distinct regions of
the search space can be scanned by the population. The
meta-heuristic search tools described below are the flexible
building blocks of the collaborative methodology:

Broadcasting and Following Leading Aligners of Each Objec-
tive: The global best aligner of each objective broadcasts its
corresponding partial solution as a subgraph to the remain-
ing follower aligners periodically.

Exchanging Partial SubGraphs with respect to Objective Score
comparison: Every aligner sends their scores in each objective
to all other aligners for pairwise multi-objective comparison
and check whether the receiver or the sender pareto domi-
nates the other by being superior in all the objective scores.
If this is the case, then the pareto dominated party receives
the whole alignment of the other one as a subgraph. Other-
wise, the original sender sends one of its significant sub-
graphs by random objective selection.

Removing Low Scoring Mappings for Unprogressive Objective
Scores: Low scoring mappings are removed by random
objective selection when their respective alignment does not
improve for a long period. This operation is useful for
avoiding local maximizations.

Random Search: A number of random mappings are occa-
sionally added to each alignment so that divergent solutions
can be searched in the search space.

Recalling Historically Significant Partial Solutions: A ran-
dom instance from The Global Best Scores History is broad-
casted periodically to serve as the social memory or in other
words experience of the aligner population.

Periodically Calling Various Heuristics with Random Parame-
ters and Certain Probabilities: Every aligner of the population
periodically performs its particular alignment approach
based on certain heuristics with random parameter values
in certain boundaries and probabilities of occurrence as part
of its individual behavior. Further explanation can be found
in Section 2.3 about possible heuristics that each aligner
may perform individually.

The crucial collaboration tasks that these tools perform are
based on extracting and exchanging the most significant sub-
graphs as a solution subset for each of the above mentioned
objectives. The exchanged subgraph entities are extracted via
special queries for each objective. These queries are explained
in the Supplementary Material in detail, which can be found
on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TCBB.2022.3231489. Apart
from that, actors that may be defined as objects that encapsu-
late a state or behavior [29] are used as individual aligners
in PERSONA due to their capability of exchanging messages
with others and storing individual state information. In
this context, a Tail-Chopping algorithm based scheduling
approach [29] is used for choosing the next available aligner
while performing interactive tasks such as exchanging results
between aligners or broadcasting leading alignments that are
shown in Algorithms 1 and 2 :
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Algorithm 1. Send and Receive Policy for Individual Comparison

and Exchange **SG=SubGraph, LOBO= List of Better Objec-
tives, RSO=Randomly SelectedObjective

(a) Send Policy

1: procedure SEND (router)
2: for all a 2 aligners do
3: receiver scheduleNextReceiverðrouterÞÞ
4: sendObjectiveScoresða; receiver; SGðmessageÞÞ
5: end for
6: end procedure

(b) Receive Policy

7: procedure ONRECEIVE (message)
8: senderScores receiveScoresðmessageÞ
9: if ParetoDominateðsenderScores; receiverScoresÞ then
10: addAllPossibleMappingsðsender; receiverÞ
11: else if ParetoDominateðreceiverScores; senderScoresÞ

then
12: sendAllPossibleMappingsðSGðreceiverÞ; senderÞ
13: else
14: LOBO listBetterObjectivesðsender; receiverÞ
15: RSO randomlySelectOneObjectiveðLÞ
16: sendBackSubGraphðSGðRÞ; senderÞ
17: end if
18: end procedure

Algorithm 2. Send and Receive Policy for BroadCast and

Following Leading Aligners

(a) Send Policy for Broadcast

1: procedure BROADCAST
2: for all o 2 objectives do
3: alignerID findAlignerWithBestScoresðoÞ
4: key markSubGraphðo; alignerIDÞ
5: broadcastBestAlignersSubGraphðkey; noSenderÞ
6: end for
7: end procedure

(b) Receive Policy for Following Leading Aligners

8: procedure ONRECEIVE (message)
9: key receiveSubGraphMarkðmessageÞ
10: addSubGraphToAlignmentðkeyÞ
11: end procedure

2.3 Aligner Heuristics Suite

PERSONA proposes various heuristics that can compose
the characteristic behaviors of an individual aligner. Each
aligner may have multiple heuristics as part of their behav-
ior and each heuristic may have a user defined probability
of occurrence at each execution cycle. These heuristics have
been implemented with the Cypher Query Language [30] of
the Neo4J Graph Database [31] infrastructure in order to
make the search operations based on explicit reasoning. The
Alignment Heuristics Suite developed as part of the study
can be described in three main groups and it is further
explained in the Supplementary Material, available online:

Seed and Extend Approaches: In this group of heuristics, the
significant seeds are identified with respect to topological
centrality scores of seeding pairs in addition to their node

similarity thresholds. The alignment is intended to propa-
gate to neighboring edges after identifying the central node
pairs with a chosen centrality approach from this group.
The topological centrality approaches present in this group
are described by several studies [32], [33], [34], [35] as
follows:

Page Rank: is the iteratively accumulated transitive influ-
ence or connectivity of each node distributed over its neigh-
bors. The influence is computed by counting the frequency
of hitting each node during a random traversal.

Betweenness Centrality: is the frequency that a node acts
as an intermediary node between other nodes on a shortest
path. This metric indicates the global importance of a node
in terms of providing access and connectivity to other
nodes.

Closeness Centrality: is the average distance of a node to
all other nodes in a network based on the shortest path.

Harmonic Centrality: is a variant of closeness centrality
that is based on the inverse of the distances of all other
nodes rather than their distances.

Connectivity Degrees: is the number of local duples, tri-
ples or quadruples that a node is a part of.

Cluster Mapping Approach: The assumption behind this
approach is that the reciprocal clusters of the compared
organisms have similar interaction patterns that might indi-
cate common functionalities as proposed by previous stud-
ies [36]. Therefore aligning interaction clusters having
significant node similarity would also yield topologically
strong mappings. The interaction clusters are identified
either by Louvain Modularity or Label Propagation algo-
rithms [32] as part of each heuristic. Focusing on mappings
within clusters also contribute to improve the LCCS objec-
tive performances of the alignments.

Prioritization of node pairs with significant node similarity:
The heuristics designed by this approach are simply
based on focusing on node pairs with high BS, GOC and
GOE but starting with edges or favoring edges wherever
possible.

It is technically possible for a domain expert to generate a
complete and ideal alignment of an organism pair by using
a combination of the above mentioned heuristics with
proper parameter values intuitively. Besides, a domain
expert may easily improve an existing aligner by simply
removing the ineffective mappings and adding effective
mappings with these heuristics. Alternatively, the interac-
tivity required for collaboration has been achieved with
actors that exchange partial solutions in order to make the
process more generic and expertise independent.

2.4 Alignment Process

The multi-objective optimization process of PERSONA is
constructed upon a scheduling mechanism that calls the
above mentioned meta-heuristic tools in a particular work-
flow. The user is provided some flexibility to build a custom
workflow with a different order of steps and different exe-
cution periods of the meta-heuristic tools. The exact work-
flow designed and tested as part of this study is presented
in Fig. 1. Additionally, the workflow of the whole alignment
process can be summarized as four main steps that are
explained below in further detail:
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1) Definition: Off-line jobs such as the cluster, connec-
tivity and centrality computations are performed ini-
tially due to their computationally demanding
nature. Subsequently, certain network characteristics
are discovered and stored for the alignment strategy
to be network independent. These characteristics
include summary statistics and percentile based
meta-data of centrality scores, biological sequence
similarities and shared gene ontology terms between
node pairs. Next, the number of aligners and the
periodical schedule of the specific alignment jobs of
aligners and exchange jobs are set for execution. In
this scope, certain heuristics are scheduled as part of
each alignment behavior while global and pairwise
exchange policies are also defined and scheduled.

2) Initialization: Later on, some characteristic heuristics
are used to initialize each alignerwith proper similarity

thresholds in order to propagate the alignment up to a
mature state. Any available heuristic can be used for
this purpose but the seed-and-extend heuristics are the
most powerful candidates for the maturation intended
in this step since they can identify topologically central
mappings that also have the highest possible node sim-
ilarity values initially. These heuristics can further be
repeated by gradually lowering their node similarity
thresholds. Alternatively, incomplete external align-
ments may be used to initialize each aligner. As a
result, aligners achieve their initial partial solutions
before starting the consecutive interactive phase of the
application.

3) Collaboration: This step is the collaborative step
where all aligners in the system act with a constant
frequency of self improvement and a constant fre-
quency of exchange that is defined and scheduled in

Fig. 1. Workflow of a Particle from the Swarm. The main steps are Definition, Initialization, Collaboration and Post-Processing. The schedule of
Collaboration and Post-Processing steps in the workflow depend on their initially designated execution period. In this sense, these steps are
executed until a stopping criterion is satisfied. The stopping criterion may either be a repetitive failure of alignment progress or a specific number of
scheduled cycles depending on the design of the respective experiment.
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the Definition step. Each aligner uses its own set of
heuristics with randomized occurrence probabilities
and parameter values as part of its behavior at every
cycle. The parameter values are randomly assigned
to each heuristic regarding their value interval dur-
ing this process. Moreover, most significant map-
pings of leading aligners of each objective are
periodically sent to other aligners and are also
marked for future use during an alignment process.
Finally, mappings with no contribution are removed
as well as the ones that violate the one-to-one map-
ping restriction in each cycle. Meanwhile, a counter
counts the number of cycles that an aligner has been
unprogressive for and when the counter of an
aligner reaches the threshold value, then the system
randomly removes a limited number of minimally
contributing mappings.

4) Post-Processing: This step is used for fine-tuning the
alignments achieved through the PERSONA step.
The standard procedure of this step is completing
the alignment with random search for finding ran-
dom mappings with positive effect. The standard
procedure is applied by adding a limited number of
random mappings and removing the ones with no
positive effect in a loop until the alignment is com-
plete. The pareto dominated alignments are filtered
as a final task.

Generally, all optimization techniques require adapta-
tions for preventing premature convergence and improving
access to different regions of the search space. In PERSONA,
every aligner specializes in particular set of heuristics and
improves its alignment mostly with them. On the other
hand, aligners can not reach certain regions of the search
space if they are restricted with their own heuristics and
that’s why they need to collaborate to optimize their solu-
tions. The collaboration prevents their convergence to a pre-
mature solution.

2.5 Architectural Design

PERSONA is implemented with the Typed Actor paradigm
of Akka Concurrency Framework [29] utilizing tools such
as Future Messages for concurrent completion of tasks,
Typed Actors for implementing distinct population mem-
bers with standard message receiving patterns, Routers and
Schedulers for determining the subsequent message recipi-
ents as well as a Neo4J Graph Database infrastructure for
persistence of aligner states and exchanged subgraphs.
Fig. 2 shows the flow of information among all essential
entities of the method (see Supplementary Material, avail-
able online, for more information about the whole design).

3 COMPARISON OF RESULTS

Since PERSONA aims to achieve a balanced blend of results,
we chose its competitors among aligners that possess a
potential to achieve balance in multiple objectives. We per-
formed the experiments with four distinctly extracted real
world data sets for detailed interpretation. This chapter
explains the process of these tasks in detail.

3.1 Implementation Characteristics of PERSONA
Population

We have implemented PERSONAwith a special experimen-
tal setup that consists of a population of maximum ten cus-
tomly designed aligners with various different and
complementary characteristics. We designed each member
of the population by using a combination of items from the
previously mentioned Aligner Heuristics Suite as part of its
behavior. Thus, each member may be regarded as an indi-
vidual alignment algorithm implemented for this study.
The distinguishing feature for each aligner was its primary
heuristic. Some aligners relied mainly on a unique selection
of a centrality detection algorithm while the remaining ones
either had a main behavior of node pair prioritization based
on node similarity or a cluster mapping approach based on
a unique clustering technique from our Aligner Heuristics
Suite. We intended to create diversity in the population by
dedicating a single clustering or centrality detection heuris-
tic to a particular aligner of the population. The respective
aligner names in the population based on their primary heu-
ristic is listed below:

� Page Rank Seeding Aligner,
� Betweenness Centrality Seeding Aligner,
� Closeness Centrality Seeding Aligner,
� Harmonic Centrality Seeding Aligner,
� Connectivity Degrees Seeding Aligner,
� Cluster Mapping Aligner with Label Propagation,

Fig. 2. Cooperative Architecture of the Swarm. This architecture demon-
strates the information exchange infrastructure as a basis of cooperation
among the particles in the swarm. Each particle in the swarm is imple-
mented as a Typed Actor with standard send and receive policies for
group and individual behavior formalized in Algorithm 1 and 2. The archi-
tecture mainly relies on a Neo4J Graph Database that stores individual
aligner states and exchanged subgraphs along with a Akka Concurrency
System that schedules execution order of sender and receiver aligners
by means of a Scheduler and Router. The scheduler and router identifies
and assigns upcoming senders and receivers based on their identity that
is used in retrieving their latest state and significant subgraphs. Best
Scores in each objective is updated after each mapping task and notified
to the whole swarm.
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� Cluster Mapping Aligner with Louvain Modularity,
� Sequence Similarity Prioritizing Aligner,
� Sequence Similarity Seeding Aligner,
� Hybrid Centrality and Sequence Similarity Aligner
All the above mentioned aligners in our experiments per-

formed their primary heuristics with high probabilities as
part of their main behavior in each interaction cycle. Besides,
all aligners performed secondary or complementary heuris-
tics from the heuristics suite in lower probabilities than their
primary heuristics. The main reason for executing heuristics
with non-standard probabilities was to increase randomness
and flexibility to search for optimized solutions. Addition-
ally, we also randomized the output of each heuristic by ran-
dom value assignment for the parameters that it requires.
The secondary heuristic that we used most frequently was
”Heuristic for Forming Edge Pair Mappings from Existing
Node Pair Mappings” since it enables to propagate with
edges of particular node similarity from seed mappings.
Besides, we also used ”Heuristic for Removing Inductive
Mappings” and ”Heuristic for Removing Low Scoring
Mappings” frequently for especially opening up search space
productively for every aligner. Since each aligner was com-
posed of a combination of heuristics, its probability of achiev-
ing a balance among the favored objectives is improved
remarkably. Finally, we employed the Post-Processing step
of PERSONA with an individual alignment approach that
starts with Biological Similarity Seeding. The propagation
after seeding was maintained by forming edge pairs with an
incremental constraint relaxation strategy in each cycle.

3.2 Competitors & Simulation Environment

NETAL [6], SPINAL [14], PISwap [37] and HubAlign [5]
may be defined as a particular class of competitors for PER-
SONA since they are all deterministic aligners that evaluate
topological and biological inputs. NETAL uses a greedy
method by evaluating an alignment scoring matrix. HubA-
lign is based on preliminarily evaluating and scoring the
topological and biological importance of proteins to identify
hub nodes to align and then assigning alignment scores to
protein pairs by considering sequence similarity and the
importance score. PISwap is a method that iteratively
refines the initial alignments of custom heuristics with topo-
logical information while compromising sequence informa-
tion achieved by the well-known Hungarian algorithm [38].
On the other hand, SPINAL performs a fine-grained conflict
resolution and following a coarse-grained construction of
estimate scores. We executed these aligners iteratively in
their most powerful range of each application parameter for
producing significant sets of results.

SANA [9], PROPER [39], MAGNA++ [40] and PINALOG
[41] form another class of competitors for PERSONA since
they employ non-deterministic optimization by evaluating
topological and biological inputs in order to generate a single
alignment. SANA follows a simulated annealing based opti-
mization approach. PROPER generates a seed of high
sequence similarity protein pairs based on percolation
matching and then progresses only with structural mapping.
MAGNA++ is an improvement version over the original
MAGNA [11] method that combines existing ‘parent’ align-
ments into superior ‘children’ alignments and then evolves

this process over multiple generations. It enables maximiza-
tion of a node conservationmeasure simultaneously with the
chosen edge conservation measure and provides automatical
utilization of all available resources by means of paralleliza-
tion. Finally, PINALOG method combines information from
protein sequence, function and network topology informa-
tion and it consists of 3 fundamental steps starting with pre-
liminary detection of communities with CFinder [42],
followed by community mapping with respect to similarities
and finalized with extension mapping of proteins in the
neighbourhood of the core protein pairs.

We finally evaluated other unique alignment algorithms
such as GEDEVO [43], [44] and OptNetAlign [8] for the pur-
pose of comparing a diverse set of approaches. GEDEVO is a
graph comparison tool that generate a single alignment based
on the so-calledGraph Edit Distance (GED)model where one
graph is to be transferred into another one with a minimal
number of edge insertions and deletions. The optimization
methodology of this tool relies mainly on topological infor-
mation but it can also be extended to utilize biological simi-
larity. Conversely, OptNetAlign performs multi-objective
optimization with respect to functional, biological and topo-
logical inputs based on a genetic algorithm that employs Uni-
form Partially Matched Crossover and hill climbing on a
population of pareto optimal alignment results. PERSONA
generates a population of alignments similar to OptNetAlign
but it rather performs the pareto optimality check as a final
step. Nevertheless, it manages to generate alignments that
are stronger in various objectives due to the different nature
of aligner behaviors in its population.

We principally chose most of these competitors due to
their two-sided nature that compromise between node simi-
larity and topological similarity measures. Another reason
for choosing themwas their applicability due to their existing
documentation and source codes. We intended to compare
our method with aligners such as IBNAL [45] and SSAlign
[46] that assume annotational, biological and topological
inputs simultaneously along with OptNetAlign and PINA-
LOG due to their capability of mapping experimentally veri-
fied annotations but their source code was unavailable. We
executed each competitor algorithm with the most possible
balanced objective function based on the provided applica-
tion parameters, performance related instructions of the
authors and recommended modes for an effective experi-
mental setup. In this regard, we identified the most balanced
parameter combination of for each algorithm after several
experiments and provided the resulting commands along
with more detailed information in the Supplementary Mate-
rial, available online. The source code, application and execu-
tion instructions of PERSONA is also available on the github
repository https://github.com/giraygi/ppi-alignment.

3.3 Data Sets

We evaluated competitor algorithms along with PERSONA
by comparing C. Elegans (CE), S. Cerevisiae (SC), M. Mus-
culus (MM) and H. Sapiens (HS) with D. Melanogaster
(DM) based on their protein, network, pairwise biological
sequence similarity and annotation data. We initially used
the earliest benchmark data set Isobase [47] for HS-DM
comparison since it was tested by several algorithms in the
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literature. Later on, some distinctive data sets extracted by
recent aligners such as PROPER and SANA were also used
in evaluating DM-CE and DM-SC comparisons respectively.
The network data of PROPER was retrieved from Intact
2016 [48] and integrated with sequence similarities from
UniProt [49] as well as experimentally verified terms
denoted by “EXP”, “IDA”, “IMP”, “IGI”, “IEP” and “IPI”
codes in Gene Ontology Annotation (UniProt-GOA) [50].
The data set of SANA was retrieved from BioGRID 2017
[51] database with a complete list of protein-protein interac-
tions, experimentally verified GO terms and sequence simi-
larities. Finally, we evaluated the competing alignment
algorithms in DM-MM comparison with the 12.07.2021
dated release of Mentha [52] data set that integrates experi-
mentally curated PPI data of several molecular interaction
databases by providing automated access with the Proteo-
mics Standard Initiative Common Query Interface (PSIC-
QUIC) [53], [54] in compliance with International Molecular
Exchange (IMEx) [55] policies. We further integrated the
sequence similarities computed by BLASTP from FASTA
texts in UniProt and annotations from UniProt-GOA into
Mentha networks in a similar fashion with the Intact data
set.

As a notable remark, PROPER has used Intact 2016 data
set with a considerably high threshold for BS that ignores
lower similarity values and complicating its competitors in
achieving high BS scores. For this reason, the respective data
set will be referred as ”Trimmed Intact 2016” in the following
text. On the other hand, we generated the respective Annota-
tion Corpus of each data set and used the FastSemSimpython
library [56] for computing Resnik Similarity of GO terms of
protein pairs with the same maximum best match mixing
strategy chosen by SANA based on the fact that Resnik simi-
larity of the most specific common ancestor has been shown
to provide more reliable results than aggregating similarities
[57]. Additionally, we removed the repeating gene ontology
terms in BioGRID 2017 data set to extract another gene ontol-
ogy instance for using the data set conveniently with the
more general objective GOC. We tested PERSONA with the
exact form of these data sets used by the aforementioned
aligners for keeping the comparison conditions uninflu-
enced. Table 1 represents the number of nodes, edges and
sequence similarity links along with the average number of
common annotations among possible node pairs for each
organismpair evaluated in Section 3.4

Most of the data sets used by the competitors were not
compatible due to the different input varieties they
required. For this reason, we carried out complex transfor-
mation procedures for being able to test all aligners with

data sets mentioned in this study along with additional
ones for future experiments. We stored resulting data sets
in a github repository https://github.com/giraygi/ppi-
alignment-data with some of the transformation procedures
in https://github.com/giraygi/ppi-alignment-converters/.
We tested the competitor algorithms with these data sets.

3.4 Results

The alignments generated with the leading “balanced”
aligners are mostly not able to pareto dominate each other
since they are not completely superior than one another in
all desired objectives. Therefore, it becomes necessary to
make an assumption about the significance of each objec-
tive. For this reason, it makes sense to group resembling
objectives and to make an assumption about the significance
of each objective and each group of objectives. As part of a
meaningful classification of objectives, the edge similarity
based topological measures can be grouped with each other
while the functional measures based on shared annotations
can be proposed as another group. We can then include the
undoubtedly meaningful primitive measure of edge similar-
ity as well as the more developed S3 that is able to penalize
the dense-to-sparse mappings into the edge similarity based
topological measures group. On the other hand, it is also
meaningful to group GOC and GOE as part of another sin-
gle objective since they interpret the functional coverage by
directly using the same annotational data. Thus, it becomes
easier to assign weights of importance to groups rather than
individual objectives.

Consequently, we can consider five groups of objectives
being Edge Similarity (EC and S3), Global Topological Cov-
erage (LCCS), Annotational Coverage (GOC and GOE),
Sequence Similarity (BS) and Semantic Similarity (Resnik).
By assigning a coefficient of 1 to each group and simply
dividing the coefficients within the groups to group sizes,
EC, S3, GOC and GOE get coefficients of 0.5 whereas LCCS,
Resnik and BS get coefficients of 1. Therefore, it is possible
to conclude a simplistic multi-criteria decision making
model for either a Weighted Sum Model (WSM) or a
Weighted Product Model (WPM) [58] as an abstract aggre-
gated objective function in order to be able to choose
between different pareto optimal solutions without giving
priority to any objective group or individual objective other
than their designated coefficient. The WSM approach would
also require the results to be comparable so that they can be
used as part of the same equation. We normalized all objec-
tives defined in Section 2.1 with Total Sum Scaling and Z-
Score Normalization techniques in order to obtain

TABLE 1
Network Sizes of Data Sets

Nodes Left Nodes Right Edges Left Edges Right Similarity Links Average Common Annotations

DM-CE Intact 8532 4950 26289 11550 5669 9.07
DM-SC BioGRID 7937 5831 34753 77149 132007 1.64
HS-DM Isobase 9633 7518 36386 25830 97172 1.26
DM-MMMentha 10827 9674 45706 31577 178415 5.93

The first compared organism in the first column is denoted as ”Left”, whereas the second compared organism is denoted as ”Right” in the other columns. The
”Similarity Links” column denotes the number of available BS links throughout all possible node pairs between the first and second compared organisms.
”Average Common Annotations” column denotes the average number of common annotations throughout all possible node pairs between the first and second
compared organisms.
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comparable results for this purpose. We employed the for-
mulas (4) and (5) in the interpretation of results for compar-
ing the alignments that are not able to pareto dominate each
other.

WSM ¼ EC

2
þ S3

2
þ LCCS þGOC

2
þGOE

2
þBS þResnik

(4)

WPM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EC � S3 �GOC �GOE
p

� LCCS �BS �Resnik

(5)

Subsequently, the formula (6) represents the relative per-
formance of Algorithm K to Algorithm L since all the objec-
tives are benefit criteria and the higher values of them
represent better performance accordingly. The normalized
performance of the Algorithm K on the jth objective is repre-
sented as aKj

in the formula. Besides, W is the vector of the
same objective coefficients used in the formulas (4) and (5).

P ðAK=ALÞ ¼
Yn

j¼1
ðaKj

=aLj
ÞWj; forK; L;¼ 1; 2; 3; ::m: (6)

Average performances of algorithms in the full set of
objectives are represented in Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6. Z-Score
Normalized Results of each column sum up to 0 and Total
Sum Scaled Results of each column sum up to 1 for each
objective in these figures. For aggregating average per-
formances into a single alignment score, both WSM and
WPM were applied for Total Sum Scaled data whereas
only WSM was applied for Z-Score Normalized data since
it includes negative values. Higher aligner scores repre-
sent higher performance in the respective WSMTotalSum,

WSMZ�Score and WPMTotalSumðOtherÞ=ðPERSONAÞ calcu-
lations of Fig. 7.

We carried out all experiments with an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-7500U CPU @ 2.70GHz processor and 16 GB RAM on a 64
bit Linux platform. One exception was PINALOG since we
alternatively carried out its execution with the supercom-
puter at Freie Universit€at Berlin called CURTA [59] after it
endangered the safety of the personal computer due to its
24 hours execution period without termination and severe
heating problems. The CPU time required by each algo-
rithm on DM-CE Trimmed Intact 2016 Data Set was shown
in Table 2. We executed time consuming algorithms for 3
hours except for PINALOG and MAGNA++ that both lack
such a time parameter. For this reason, we configured
MAGNA++ to run for 2000 cycles with all data sets and this
period corresponded to 4.5 hours with DM-CE while more
for other data sets. On the other hand, PINALOG ran
entirely for 24 hours with DM-CE data set. We distributed
the time consumption proportionally to the number of pro-
duced alignments where applicable.

4 DISCUSSION

Our approach for comparing multi-objective performance of
PERSONA with the competitor GNA algorithms in this
study is based on an abstract aggregated objective function
as it is explained in Section 3.4. For this purpose, we have
assigned a coefficient of significance to each alignment
objective and we have used aggregate WSM and WPM
scores as the primary source of comparison since it is very
hard to interpret the relative performance of each competi-
tor algorithm in each individual objective. The aggregate

Fig. 3. Objective scores on DM-CE intact 2016 data set. Fig. 4. Objective scores on DM-SC BioGRID 2017 data set.
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scores in Fig. 7 show that PERSONA is able to achieve a con-
sistently high performance whereas other aligners occasion-
ally achieved better results in certain data sets. PERSONA
ranked the first in all three types of aggregation for the DM-

CE, DM-MM and HS-DM data sets while ranking the sec-
ond on DM-SC data set. On top of the aggregate scores,
individual objective scores in Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6 also gave
some remarkable insights about the alignment methodolo-
gies. Furthermore, dual interpretations of objectives also
revealed the trade-offs or compromises inherently carried

Fig. 5. Objective scores on HS-DM isobase data set.

Fig. 6. Objective scores on DM-MMMentha 2021 data set.

Fig. 7. Aggregate scores with all datasets.

TABLE 2
Performances on DM-CE Trimmed Intact 2016

CPU Seconds

PROPER 12.1
PISWAP 13.40
NETAL 57.84
PERSONA 240
HubAlign 247.06
Spinal 579.14
OptNetAlign 2457.42
SANA 10252.56
MAGNA++ 22154.33
GEDEVO 42114.59
PINALOG 89082.05
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within each competitor algorithm. In this context, PER-
SONA achieved a considerably high performance on GOC,
GOE, Resnik and BS. Additionally, it achieved a relatively
good performance of LCCS. However, the collaboration
strategy of PERSONA increased the probability of leaving
unaligned edges due to trying to keep the balance for other
objectives. Consequently, it achieved relatively poor results
in S3 as the unaligned edges are penalized.

There were some key findings about the effects of data
sets over alignment performance. As a first example, it was
observed that PROPER focuses only on top ranking
sequence similarities by default and consequently it gains
an advantage in DM-CE comparison with Trimmed Intact
2016 and DM-MM comparison with Mentha data sets in
terms of BS quality due to the high number of top ranking
pairwise similarities they provide. It is also worth mention-
ing that the Trimmed Intact 2016 Data Set which was gener-
ated for the PROPER paper ignores pairwise BS scores less
than 150 bits by trimming an essential part of the respective
data resulting in a performance compromise for competitor
algorithms that are able to consider low similarity node
pairs in their alignment approach. As another example,
HubAlign did not perform well in the pairwise comparison
of DM-SC on primarily the topological similarity objectives
despite its relatively better performance on the other pair-
wise comparisons. This shows that the algorithm is not
capable of adapting certain topological network characteris-
tics of the respective organism pair. As the third example,
OptNetAlign achieved distinctive performance on GOC
objective with DM-CE and HS-DM data sets but did not
manage to show the same performance on other data sets.
As a final example, SANA was overall more successful in
the dataset prepared for its application. This maybe be due
to problems of replicating their complex input formats in
other data sets or it may as well show that the algorithm has
a highly specific approach of handling data.

There were other key findings about the performances of
competitors. For instance, PISwap consistently achieved
very high Resnik Similarity Scores in all data sets despite its
moderate scores in GOC and GOE. It also achieved the best
aggregate Scaled and Normalized scores on DM-SC Bio-
GRID 2017 data set whereas SANA achieved the best aggre-
gate Product Score for the same data set. On the other hand,
PINALOG performed better with annotational inputs and
consequently its results without them were discarded. It
also performed comparably better in functional and biologi-
cal objectives despite its lower performance in topological
objectives. It is also worth noting that the first mode of SPI-
NAL called SPINAL1 generated better aggregate results
than its second mode SPINAL2 despite its relatively lower
performance on topological similarity objectives. This result
was mainly due to the fact that topological improvement of
SPINAL2 has resulted in a more significant compromise in
the node similarity objectives and SPINAL1 has managed to
generate more balanced alignments. On the other hand,
NETAL did not offer any input methodology for node simi-
larity data although stated otherwise in its documentation.
For this reason, it did not generate any positive results in BS
and it could generate barely positive results in GOC and
GOE. Similarly, GEDEVO was not able to produce moder-
ate results in the functional and biological objectives which

may be due to its requirement of BLAST distance matrix
input rather than a BLAST similarity input used in other
algorithms. Finally, MAGNA++ was able to achieve moder-
ately positive results on BS and yet it was not able to achieve
positive results in the functional objectives of GOC, GOE
and Resnik.

The aim of this study is developing a generic and bal-
anced approach that would perform well on every kind of
network generated through various data sources. On the
meta-heuristic level, the application harnesses the differen-
ces between concurrently executing aligners by comparing
their current results in multiple objectives and sending the
superior subgraphs to low scoring aligners so that the popu-
lation achieves a balanced performance. It is also possible
that some exchanged mappings may not contribute to the
receiving aligner since some of its node pairs are already
occupied with other mappings. In such cases, only the pos-
sible mappings of the superior subgraph are used in align-
ment but then it becomes possible that the remaining
mappings have mostly lost their superiority characteristics.
Fig. 8 illustrates such a topological similarity loss upon
removal of the central mapping between proteins A and W
from a subgraph. PERSONA employs a removing policy in
each execution cycle in order to filter such remaining map-
pings that has no contribution. However, it may also be pos-
sible to predict the compromises or trade-offs beforehand
and prevent sending useless subgraphs with a more precise
conflict resolution policy. Yet, such a policy may conversely
create some overhead due to alignment score computation
of intersecting subgraphs beforehand.

The current version of PERSONA does not filter pareto
dominated solutions until the final step. Filtering them dur-
ing the Collaboration step may also make sense in terms of
dealing with an elite and useful set of alignments. On the
contrary, pareto dominated solutions may still include sig-
nificant subgraphs to be evaluated by a superior alignment
with collaboration as a remark of partial performance. The
significant partial alignments generated throughout the
alignment process may also be used as building blocks of a

Fig. 8. Removed mapping effecting topological similarity. The removed
mapping demonstrated with a dashed line has a critical effect upon topo-
logical similarity since it forms 3 aligned edges contributing to topological
similarity. However, the remaining mappings cannot form any aligned
edges without it.
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superior global alignment or shed light to a local alignment
solution. In this scope, strong partial alignments achieved
by PERSONA or other aligners can easily be merged with
each other by PERSONA infrastructure. One key feature
introduced by PERSONA for this task is the accurate mea-
surement of partial performances in each objective.

PERSONA would also demonstrate a remarkable per-
formance in a hypothetical objective that unifies biological,
topological and annotational similarity objectives since it
enables querying individually and topologically significant
node pairs simultaneously as part of a single heuristic.
Individually significant node pairs are individual map-
pings that possess significant biological and annotational
similarity with each other regardless of their interactions
with other nodes. On the other hand, topological signifi-
cance refers to multiple node pairs that form a remarkable
number of aligned edges when they are mapped with each
other. Individually and topologically significant node map-
pings identified by this feature may compose the core of an
alignment since they would require minimal or no compro-
mise in any objective. Subgraphs composed of such map-
pings may also be stored as a regional benchmark in the
collective memory to be evaluated by each population
member for merging with its individual alignment. Apart
from that, these significant subgraphs may further be
merged with themselves in different combinations in order
to build superior alignments with minimal compromise in
most objectives.

Another future improvement in the data model could be
modeling the Dynamic Network Alignment problem [60]
mentioned in DynaWAVE [61] on top of the current data
model of PERSONA. The current data model may easily be
adapted to the Dynamic Network Alignment problem that
addresses the temporal component of protein-protein inter-
actions since it only requires node properties for activation
and deactivation times of the interactions. Last but not the
least, a many-to-many local or global alignment solution
may also be incorporated into this application by removing
the one-to-one mapping restriction from its built-in search
tools and heuristics libraries. Such a solution might either
be used as part of a complete alignment procedure or an
aggregation procedure of external one-to-one alignments in
the same fashion with Ulign [62].

5 CONCLUSION

PERSONA has been tested with a number of data sets pub-
lished in different years to demonstrate the evolution of
available data in time with new findings. Consequently, it
enables an in-depth analysis of alignment performance with
a temporal component. In this context, the results of this
study prove that PERSONA is generating high performance
alignments with all data sets thanks to its collaborative
approach. Thus, it becomes obvious that it follows a net-
work independent and robust methodology compared to
other aligners that demonstrate an unstable performance on
various different data sets. Therefore, it may be concluded
that the particle swarm inspired meta-heuristic optimiza-
tion approach of PERSONA is able to adapt the characteris-
tics of evolving networks due to its collaboration strategies
as a swarm, individual alignment heuristics as behaviors,

interpretation of network meta-data, randomized discovery
in the search space and so on.

PERSONA is able to handle local maximums by removing
some of the minimally contributing mappings of an align-
ment for opening search space in each execution cycle. In
order not to repeat weak mappings, certain tasks of the algo-
rithm such as assigning parameter values in alignment heu-
ristics, removal of minimally contributing mappings, search
in the post-processing phase, selecting historically significant
partial solutions or selection of partial alignments to be
exchanged in each cycle are implemented in a randomized
fashion. Such randomized tasks enabled access to different
regions in the search space so that stronger mappings could
be discovered without converging prematurely. It is also
essential to decide how to initialize the particles of the swarm
since the initial mappings heavily effect the final alignments.
The reason is that, initial mappings narrow down the solution
space and they may also be exchanged among the concur-
rently progressing aligners even if some of them are removed
from an alignment in the further cycles of execution.

This study showed that PERSONA is able to achieve
remarkable results among multiple objectives of the Global
NetworkAlignment problem. The performance of PERSONA
and the competitor aligners were evaluated with multiple cri-
teria decision making tools ofWPM andWSM to reach a con-
clusion in this sense. On the contrary, balance among
multiple objectives may still be compromised for achieving
superiority on some of the objectives based on user priorities.
User priorities can always be targeted by altering aligner
behaviours. However, it should be noted that most aligners
make more significant compromises in the objectives that
they ignore compared to the superior results that they achieve
in the objectives that they focus. Therefore, the necessity of
storing and further utilization of partial solutions with signifi-
cant topological similarity and node similarity proves to be
true for preventing huge compromises in contradicting objec-
tives. Proper PERSONA methods should be employed for
further utilization of such partial solutions.
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